Cillium Corp Consulting Review
for
Dominican Republic Resorts
and Casinos

The resort industry in the Dominican Republic is vibrant and growing. The industry
caters to the European and American markets. The Barcelo group is planning on
developing a new facility in the Punta Cana area and is selling two of their existing
locations. One is in Punta Canta and one in Puerto Plaza. These facilities need some
renovations but, are currently profitable.
The location at Punta Cana has enough unused land to expand the casino. The plan
would be to build a new casino on the property to attract both vacationers and locals. The
current smaller casino could be converted to a business center in hopes of attracting
more business travelers.
The Westin Roco is 80% complete and has run out of funding. The bank is looking for
investors to come in, take over the facility and complete it. It is a new facility with on
site golf courses.
Punta Mangle is a vacant area that has a development plan for thousands of resort rooms,
multiple casino, residential sites, a marina, shopping facility and the first amusement
park in the country. This could be developed to be an ocean front, hilltop, island mini
vagas.
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Our casino hotels will be the host of the global championships having up to 1000 players
in each championship event. With 12 to 24 events per year, exposure for the fantasy life
style provide by the great hospitality of the people of the Dominican Republic will help
to increase the tourism of the great paradise island. This will provide initial revenue
stream while providing our first host site for the Global online championships mentioned
above.
Online Gaming is currently an $80 billion annual world wide market. It is our belief that
at a minimum, we will capture 10% of that market share or $8 billion annually. The
strategy is to use our proprietary software as the building block to deploy the most
technologically advance gaming experience. The goal is to deliver games that are real
time interactive. People from all over the world will have the sensation of being in our
casino from the comfort of their own home. An example is Texas Holdem, players from
around the world will be able to play with a live dealer, and voice recognition software
will be developed to allow each remote player to hear the conversation at their table in
the language of their choice. This experience will be superior to any other online game.
Additionally, one of the potential benefits is that using cameras, the remote players will
be able to actually see their opponents when playing our exclusive global champions
tournaments. These are premium events that customers will play a tournament format
like the world series of poker without the $10,000.00 entre fee. Our fee will be $100.00
to play for your countries championship. The top ten players from each country will be
invited to the Dominican Republic for the Global Championship. This will attract
millions of players from all walks of life to have the chance to be crowned the Global
Champion with an entre fee of just $100.00. There are an unlimited number of
tournaments that can be scheduled through the year. Each tournament should generate
over $1 billion of revenue.
Our software can also be developed to be a new type search engine or a new type of
social media connection our members to each other. Sharing information about the
games, themselves or whatever the wish as long that it does not violate the local laws.
Using the language software we will develop, we will bring people and thoughts together
on a global basis.
Implementation funding schedule
Month one -

Meet with all resort ownership to solidify our purchasing position. Meet
with government officials to solidify their support for our plan. Meet with
local banks to develop a relationship for the revenue stream from the
casinos and amusement parks. Large amounts of daily receipts are
expected.

Month two -

Meet with construction companies for the renovations and development
of the existing facilities as well as the complete construction of the new
facilities.
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Month three - Complete purchase of resorts. Existing facilities, review operational plans
and implement improvements, install our energy management systems to
reduce cost for electricity and begin renovations. New facilities work to
finalize architectural designs, arrange permits and arrange construction
schedule.
Month four - Continue the processes already begun and begin the development of the
software necessary for our online gaming support of our casinos.
Month five - Finalize all implementation of all projects, hire all project managers and
begin training program for all employees to conform to the policies and
procedures.
Months Ongoing – Stay on schedule and deliver the best resorts and gaming anywhere.
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